UNDERSTANDING THE WORLD
Our focus within this area will be using ICT for specific purposes.
The children will each create a dragon using a computer programme, which will be displayed within the classroom.
Additionally, several notebooks will be available throughout each day with a selection of educational games for the children to engage with.

MATHEMATICS
This last term is about revisited prior concepts, such as doubling and halving, addition and subtraction, problem solving, ordinal numbers and 2D and 3D shapes.
These activities will be achieved through the topic to ensure it is purposeful and relevant for the children.

PERSONAL, SOCIAL & EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Create a ‘show me’ display where children can display models, drawings, photos that they are proud of. This area will also display the new homework grid items and will form part of the weekly show and tell.

EXPERIENCE ARTS & DESIGN
We will act out fantasy stories using props to inspire us.
A large dragon will be created to suspend from the classroom ceiling and children will create their own dragon from clay.

LITERACY
We will be immersing ourselves in all things fantasy! Firstly, we will explore fairies and dragons, wizards and witches will be second and lastly we will move on to superheroes.

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
PE will follow the fantasy theme and we will practice and perfect skills of travelling, rolling, jumping, throwing and catching.
Reception will also join in with sports day.

OUTDOOR
During our witches and wizards week a potion area will be set up outside. Here children can concoct potions with different coloured water, mud, leaves, anything that they desire!
We will also create our own fantasy garden.

Fantasy Land